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The Value of DaaS 
The move to hybrid and remote work has made endpoints the focus for IT teams, business management, and, of course, 
the employees that use them. A combination of trends beyond hybrid work, including the rise of more virulent 
cybersecurity threats, the need to enhance the employee experience, and the explosion of data and apps, has put new 
stress on legacy approaches to delivering and managing endpoints. These demands have made deploying desktop-as-a-
service, or DaaS, a compelling strategic approach for meeting these challenges.  

Recent ESG research shows just how important DaaS is. The survey results confirm that virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI) 
such as DaaS delivers a solution to the two most important pain points that IT teams currently deal with: improving 
operational efficiency and deploying an enhanced security posture (see Figure 1).1  

Figure 1. Top Five Benefits Organizations Realized from VDI/DaaS 

 
Source: ESG, a division of TechTarget, Inc. 

                                                            
1 Source: ESG Complete Survey Results, End-user Computing Trends, February 2022. 
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The same study highlights the alignment between DaaS and the strategic drivers for investing in end-user computing 
(EUC). The same two issues, security, and operational efficiency are the top two strategic issues reported by organizations 
as most important considerations for investing in EUC technology solutions, 2 and DaaS platforms deliver on both. It is also 
worth noting that many user-specific benefits were chosen by respondents as important for EUC investments and are also 
part of leading DaaS solutions. 

Figure 2. Top Five Factors for Investment in EUC Technology Solutions 

 
Source: ESG, a division of TechTarget, Inc. 

Digging a little deeper into the survey results, IT teams want to better respond to both management and employee 
demands for a digital employee experience that helps enhance organizational success. To do this, IT must make optimal 
technology and cloud service choices. While some solutions seem similar, the reality is that there are meaningful and 
important differences between the offerings from different vendors.  

Not all cloud-based DaaS offerings are the same. IT teams need to find and choose vendors that can deliver on many 
elements. The key to long-term success and business value is identifying options that deliver more than just the basic 
benefits of cloud-based DaaS. Citrix and Google provide DaaS solutions for customers with a complete hybrid work offering 
using a managed Citrix Cloud Control Plane, Chrome OS devices, Chrome Enterprise (for device management) and an 
organization’s choice of on-premises and/or cloud resources including purpose-built support for Google Cloud.  

Transformational Cloud and DaaS: The Citrix/Google Advantages 

As noted, for many organizations, the question isn’t whether or not cloud-based DaaS is the right approach; it is which 
offering delivers the most compelling benefits, provides the best experience, and is most efficient. With Citrix and Google, 
both partners have unique strengths and capabilities. 

                                                            
2 Ibid. 
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Citrix Value 

The Citrix DaaS offering and VDI product are acknowledged as mission-critical workloads inside the enterprise. Citrix 
delivers customer-managed VDI solutions, as well as hybrid and managed DaaS solutions, and provides users with secure 
access to all their on-premises and cloud applications at any time, anywhere, and on any device.  

Citrix DaaS solutions utilize a Citrix-managed control plane, which removes significant administration work, reduces IT 
complexity, and provides a unified management layer for the organization across all resource locations, users, apps, and 
desktops. This delivers greater efficiency for IT operations and simplifies both ongoing use and rollout of new functions and 
capabilities at speed. Reducing the daily demand on IT staff allows these scarce resources to be focused on new initiatives. 

A positive digital employee experience is now a top priority for every organization. In today’s economy, workers will often 
change jobs or simply leave when an organization’s digital tools are not capable and effective. Citrix DaaS enables workers 
to not just work from anywhere, but also to work with tools, apps, and devices of their choosing, all while staying secure. 
This platform reduces the amount of manual and repetitive tasks necessary to utilize it. And with existing and soon-to-be 
enhanced tools to automate processes that were traditionally onerous or resource intensive, the workspace can become 
more capable over time.  

Google Value 

Cloud infrastructure has morphed from a new and possibly risky approach to a well-understood and beneficial strategy for 
infrastructure. And as cloud services have matured, there are now important and substantial differences between various 
offerings. This is especially true when it comes to using cloud infrastructure for DaaS. Taking the time to understand the 
differences and pick the optimal cloud platform is necessary. 

When IT teams want to deploy Citrix DaaS and VDI, Google Cloud is a compelling platform. Google Cloud is well known for 
speed, scalability and reliability, the key benefits of using cloud infrastructure. These three capabilities are very important 
for DaaS and VDI, where there are often wide variations in demand and new users are added constantly, and often in 
bunches, as the service is rolled out to new divisions. 

Google Cloud is also known for its strength in providing AI and ML features that help a platform such as DaaS function 
better over time as the system learns. It is important to note that the use of AI and ML to improve operations benefits both 
IT teams and workers, since the platform will become more capable and fit usage models better over time. In addition, 
Google Cloud offers more instance customization, allowing IT to optimize cloud for their specific DaaS/VDI needs. 

Google Cloud and the partnership with Citrix provide the deepest expertise and proven skill sets for large and complex 
cloud migration projects. Many IT organizations don’t have spare cycles, so it is critical to ensure the service provider can 
complete the project in an efficient and timely manner. With proven processes and in-house expertise, Google Cloud and 
Citrix deliver as promised. 

Cloud security continues to be an important issue for every business. This is one area where Google Cloud stands out. Not 
only are there several DaaS security features that are made possible by the partnership with Citrix, but Google Cloud also 
encrypts all data that is transmitted outside of Google data centers or between them. Google Cloud often defaults to 
secure configurations to ensure workloads are protected from the outset. Finally, the platform provides a range of built-in 
security tools that IT and security professionals can leverage. 

Google Cloud offers simple and transparent cost models that make budgeting easier. These cost models also make it less 
likely that organizations will experience month-end billing surprises or situations where an unexpected use case creates a 
financial penalty. ROI models are an important part of migrating DaaS/VDI to the cloud, and more certainty that planned 
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budgets will become actual budgets is quite important. Google also offers Google Cloud Marketplace for simple 
procurement and management of cloud subscriptions such as Citrix DaaS.   

Google and Citrix: Better Together 

Although both Citrix and Google Cloud have their own unique value-added features and differentiators, their partnership 
delivers numerous additional features and capabilities that businesses will find compelling. Google and Citrix have put in a 
great deal of joint engineering effort to deliver this functionality. 

• Multi-layered security for business: Citrix DaaS Premium for Google Cloud includes both Citrix App Protection and 
Adaptive Authentication to provide multilayered security protection. This is a much stronger defensive posture than 
other implementations, combining Google Cloud and security capabilities. The combined solution provides secure 
access to all the applications users need on their devices of choice, without keeping any confidential data stored on 
the device. These additional security layers provide transparent protection and make access seamless. Along with 
centralized cloud management for all user DaaS deployments, IT also has the ability and visibility to provide 
employees with only the applications and data they should have access to, as opposed to blanket access to 
everything. 

• Improved employee experience and productivity: As organizations find it more difficult to hire and retain workers, 
providing best-in-class digital tools is essential to a positive employee experience. This starts with ensuring users have 
access to their critical applications regardless of location or device. This joint solution helps enhance productivity by 
delivering a secure, customized, and consistent experience, from anywhere the user chooses to work. The joint 
solution requires much less manual intervention from users as they complete their regular tasks. Combining Citrix 
DaaS and Google Cloud in a structured solution is also easier to scale and deploy than traditional VDI solutions, 
providing a shorter time to productivity, benefiting employees faster. 

• Enhanced IT efficiency: IT resources are scarce. The Google Cloud/Citrix offering has tight integration and proven 
deployment processes that deliver results faster. There are new tools for optimizing and automating key components 
of the deployment, particularly in managing the cloud-based DaaS service. The joint solution has seamless scale-up 
and scale-down to ensure performance and cost-efficiency with less IT intervention. There is a single, inclusive 
management platform with one console for monitoring, app/desktop management, migration, and security 
management. Migrating to Citrix DaaS and Google Cloud also provides automated tools such as Citrix Provisioning 
Services (PVS) for Google Cloud and Citrix’s Image Portability Service, enabling seamless transitions from fully 
customer-managed VDI solutions.    

The joint offering delivers noteworthy IT cost efficiencies. Citrix and Google offer a transparent approach to pricing, with 
project-level and per-second billing. Using Google’s Active Assist, IT can proactively identify ways to improve cloud 
performance and lower costs. With the jointly enabled suspend/resume virtual machines (VMs) feature, admins can 
define schedules for scaling and power management of VMs, suspending instances to disk, and significantly saving on 
cloud infrastructure costs when not in use. Citrix DaaS is also available in a monthly (no-commit) subscription through 
Google Marketplace, optimizing the number of DaaS licenses organizations must pay for depending on need or 
seasonality. Plus, when procuring Citrix DaaS via the Google Cloud marketplace, IT can decrement Google Cloud 
Commit funds to simplify the buying process.  
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The Bigger Truth 

The fundamental nature of work has changed dramatically in just a few short years. The pandemic was a catalyst for a 
complete rethinking of what the office will be as workers have gone remote and will continue to stay remote. The reality is 
that the digital desktop has become the office, and empowering workers with a consistent, performant, secure, and 
productive digital workspace is essential for business success. DaaS and VDI services delivered via cloud infrastructure 
have shown themselves to be the best path forward.  

The deployment of a cloud-based DaaS or VDI solution gives workers the flexibility and connect-from-anywhere 
functionality necessary for hybrid work. For IT, there is greater operational efficiency, simplified management, and the 
ability to better secure data and applications. The business itself will be able to respond more quickly and benefit from a 
digital employee experience that will both attract and help retain key workers. 

The real challenge facing IT teams is to buy the optimal solution, not just any offering. The joint Google/Citrix cloud-based 
DaaS and VDI platform is truly a best-in-class choice. Citrix is a market leader in the digital workspace market, and Google 
Cloud offers unique capabilities for security, scalability, AI/ML technologies, and a transparent pricing model to help IT stay 
on budget. 
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